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Abstract
Let G be a graph with n vertices and let p be an integer, 0p<n, such that n− p is even. If the removal of any p vertices
from G results in a graph with a perfect matching, G is said to be p-factor-critical. For an arbitrary surface , let p() denote
the smallest integer such that no graph which embeds in  is p()-factor-critical. We call p() the factor-criticality of surface
. Su and Zhang (The factor-criticality of surfaces, manuscript, 2002) have shown that p(S0)= 5, for the sphere S0, and for any
other (orientable or non-orientable) surface  = S0 or the Klein bottle N2, that
p()=
⌊
5+√49− 24()
2
⌋
,
where () is the Euler characteristic of the surface . Su and Zhang conjectured that p()= 5 for the one remaining case; that
is, when  is the Klein bottle.
In this note we complete the Su–Zhang result by proving that p(N2)= 6 and in the process prove their conjecture false.
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1. Introduction
A graphG is said to be k-extendable if 1 k < |V (G)|/2 and every matching of cardinality k inG extends to (i.e., is a subset
of) a perfect matching inG. For information on matching extendability, the reader is directed to the survey articles [7,8] and the
book [4].
A generalization of the idea of matching extendability was introduced by Favaron [2,3] and called p-criticality. If |V (G)|=n,
0p<n and p+ n is even, graphG is said to be p-critical if for every set of vertices S ⊆ V (G) with |S| =p, the graphG− S
contains a perfect matching. Clearly, every 2k-factor-critical graph is k-extendable. On the other hand, Favaron [3] showed that
if G is k-extendable and not bipartite, then G is k-factor-critical.
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Fig. 1. Graph G2n+1.
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Fig. 2. The graph H3,4.
Investigation of matching extendability for graphs imbedded in surfaces was begun in [5] where it was shown that no graph
which embeds in the plane is 3-extendable. More generally, let () denote the smallest integer  such that no graph which
embeds on the surface  is -extendable. In [6,1] together it was shown that ()= 2+√4− 2()	, where () is the Euler
characteristic of the surface .
In [9], the authors undertake to generalize these results on the matching extendability of embedded graphs to factor-criticality.
Let p() denote the smallest integer such that no graph embeddable in the surface  is p-factor-critical. The authors proceed to
show that p(S0) = 5, where S0 denotes the sphere and if  is any surface not homeomorphic to the sphere or the Klein bottle,
then p()= (5+√49− 24())/2	.
Su and Zhang were able to show that 5p(N2) 6, where N2 denotes the Klein bottle, and they close their paper with the
conjecture that p(N2)= 5.
In this short note, we disprove this conjecture by proving that, in fact, p(N2)= 6.
2. 5-Factor-critical triangulations of the Klein bottle
In order to prove that p(N2)=6, it is enough to exhibit graphs of non-orientable genus 2 which are 5-factor-critical. For n 2,
let G2n+1 be the triangulation of the Klein bottle with 3× (2n+ 1)= 6n+ 3 vertices shown in Fig. 1.
In order to prove that G2n+1 is 5-factor-critical, we shall need several preliminary lemmas. We begin by considering an
inﬁnite family of ﬁnite triangulations of the cylinder denoted by {Hj,k}, 1 j < k. Hj,k is deﬁned as follows. Consider a 4× k
rectangular grid in which there are four horizontal paths consisting of k vertices and k vertical paths consisting of four vertices.
The ﬁrst and last vertices of each vertical path are then identiﬁed so as to form a cylindrical graph. We then add diagonal edges
as follows. If 1p 3 and 1 q j − 1, join vertices upq and up−1,q+1. If 1p 3 and j q k − 1, join vertices upq and
up+1,q+1. In each case the row subscripts are taken modulo 3. So column j is the column of the triangulation where the “slant”
of the diagonal edges changes from “up” to “down”. (As an example, see graph H3,4 shown in Fig. 2.)
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Lemma 2.0. For all n 1, if v is a vertex in graph Hj,2n+1, then Hj,2n+1 − v has a perfect matching.
Proof. An easy induction on n. 
Lemma 2.1. For all n 1, ifw1 andw2 are any two different vertices ofHj,2n, thenHj,2n−{w1, w2} has a perfect matching.
Proof. Let us consider two cases.
Case 1: Supposew1 andw2 are in the same column. Let the column in question be denoted as column i. By symmetry, wemay
suppose that {w1, w2} = {u1,i , u2,i}. If i is even, ifM1 = {u1,i−1u2,i−1, u3,i−1u3,i} and ifM2 = {up,qup,q+1|1p 3, i +
1 q 2n − 1, q odd} ∪ {up,qup,q+1|1p 3, 1 q i − 3, q odd}, it is easily seen that M1 ∪M2 is a perfect matching of
Hj,2n − {w1, w2} as desired.
On the other hand, if i is odd, ifM1={u3,iu3,i+1, u1,i+1u2,i+1} and ifM2={up,qup,q+1|1p 3, q = i, q odd}, clearly
M1 ∪M2 is a perfect matching of Hj,2n − {w1, w2}.
Case 2: Suppose now that w1 and w2 are not in the same column. First suppose that the columns containing w1 and w2 are
consecutive. Say, for example, that w1 is in column i and w2 is in column i + 1.
Suppose ﬁrst that i is odd.
Then let H1 denote the induced subgraph of Hj,2n spanned by the vertices in columns 1 through i and H2 is the induced
subgraph ofHj,2n spanned by the vertices in columns i+1 through 2n. By Lemma 2.0, subgraphH1−w1 has a perfect matching
M1 and H2 − w2 has a perfect matchingM2. But thenM =M1 ∪M2 is a matching of the type desired.
Now suppose that i is even.
Let H1 be the induced subgraph of Hj,2n spanned by the vertices in columns 1 through i − 1 and let H2 be that spanned by
the vertices in columns i+ 2 through 2n. We construct a perfect matching ofG−w1−w2 as follows. Choose a horizontal edge
joining column i to column i + 1 inG−w1−w2 and call it e1. Let xi be the third vertex in column i different from w1 and the
endvertex of e1 in column i. Similarly, let xi+1 be the third vertex in column i + 1 different from w2 and the endvertex of e1 in
column i + 1. Match xi into column i − 1 via horizontal edge e2 = xiyi−1 and match xi+1 into column i + 2 via horizontal
edge e3 = xi+1yi+2. Now by Lemma 2.0, both H1 − yi−1 and H2 − yi+2 have perfect matchingsM1 andM2 respectively. So
M =M1 ∪M2 ∪ {e1, e2, e3} is a perfect matching of G− w1 − w2 as desired.
Suppose now that the columns containingw1 andw2 are not consecutive.We denote by i the column in which vertexw1 lies.
First suppose that i is odd.
LetH1 be the induced subgraph ofHj,2n spanned by the vertices in columns 1 through i andH2 that spanned by the vertices
in columns i + 1 through 2n. Then by Lemma 2.0, H1 − w1 has a perfect matching M1 and H2 − w2 has a perfect matching
M2. But thenM =M1 ∪M2 is a perfect matching of G− w1 − w2.
Finally, suppose i is even.
In this case, let H1 be the induced subgraph of Hj,2n spanned by columns 1 through i + 1 and H2 that spanned by columns
i + 2 through 2n. Then by Lemma 2.0, H1 −w1 has a perfect matchingM1 and H2 −w2 has a perfect matchingM2. But then
M =M1 ∪M2 is a perfect matching of G− w1 − w2. 
Lemma 2.2. Let w1, w2 and w3 be three distinct vertices in Hj,2n+1. If either
(a) w1, w2 and w3 lie in different columns, or
(b) two of the three vertices lie in the same column and the one remaining vertex lies in a different column, then
Hj,2n+1 − {w1, w2, w3} has a perfect matching.
Proof. Case (a): Suppose the column containing w1 lies to the left of the column containing w2 which is in turn to the left of
the column containing w3.
(a-1) Supposew1 is in column i and i is odd. LetH1 be the induced subgraph ofHj,2n+1 spanning columns 1 through i andH2
be the induced subgraph spanning columns i+1 through 2n+1. Then by Lemma 2.0,H1−w1 has a perfect matchingM1 and by
Lemma 2.1,H2−w1−w2 has a perfect matchingM2. But thenM=M1∪M2 is a perfect matching inHj,2n+1−{w1, w2, w3}.
(a-2) So suppose vertex w1 resides in column i where i is even. If column i + 1 contains neither w2 nor w3, then let H1 be
the induced subgraph H1 spanning columns 1 through i + 1 and H2 be that spanning the remaining columns of Hj,2n+1. Then
by Lemma 2.0, H1 − w1 has a perfect matching M1 and by Lemma 2.1, H2 − w2 − w3 contains a perfect matching M2 and
M =M1 ∪M2 satisﬁes our requirements.
A similar argument applies (by “left–right” symmetry) if vertices w2 and w3 do not lie in consecutive columns. Suppose,
therefore, that w1 lies in column i, vertex w2 lies in column i + 1 and vertex w3 lies in column i + 2.
We pause to point out that up to this point, we have used matchings consisting of horizontal and vertical edges only. Thus
the location of column j where the slant changes has been irrelevant. We now begin to employ “slanted” edges in building our
matchings for the ﬁrst time. However, as we shall see, for the rest of the proof of the present lemma, our argument will still be
independent of the location of column j .
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Choose a vertex xi = w1 in column i. Match it horizontally into column i − 1 to vertex yi−1. Let H1 denote the induced
subgraph spanning columns 1 through i − 1. Let zi be the remaining vertex in column i. Since zi is adjacent to two vertices
in column i + 1, at most one of these can be w2. So match zi to vertex xi+1 in column i + 1, where xi+1 = w2. Let
zi+1 = xi+1, w2 be the third vertex in column i + 1. Now zi+1 must be adjacent to a vertex xi+2 in column i + 2, where
xi+2 = w3. So match zi+1 to xi+2. Let zi+2 = xi+2, w3 be the third vertex in column i + 2. Match zi+2 horizontally to the
right to vertex xi+3 in column i + 3. Let H2 be the induced subgraph spanning columns i + 3 through 2n+ 1. Now by Lemma
2.0, graphH1− yi has a perfect matchingM1. Similarly, by Lemma 2.0, graphH2 − xi+3 has a perfect matchingM2. But then
M =M1 ∪M2 ∪ {xiyi−1, zixi+1, zi+1xi+2, zi+2xi+3} is a perfect matching of Hj,2n+1 − {w1, w2, w3}.
Case (b): So now suppose that two of the wi ’s are in the same column, but the third is in a different column. Without loss of
generality, we may suppose that w1 and w2 are in column i and w3 lies in a column distinct from column i. Furthermore, by
left–right symmetry, we may suppose that the column containing vertex w3 lies to the right of column i.
Suppose ﬁrst that i is even. Then let H1 be the induced subgraph spanning columns 1 through i and let H2 be that spanning
columns i + 1 through 2n+ 1. Then by Lemma 2.1, graph H1 − {w1, w2} contains a perfect matchingM1 and by Lemma 2.0,
graph H2 − w3 contains a perfect matchingM2. But then matchingM =M1 ∪M2 satisﬁes our requirements.
If, on the other hand, i is odd, let xi = w1, w2 be the third vertex in column i. Then xi has a neighbor yi+1 in column i + 1
such that yi+1 = w3. Match xi to vertex yi+1 in column i+1. LetH1 denote the induced subgraph spanning columns 1 through
i − 1 and H2 be that spanning columns i + 1 through 2n + 1. Then H2 − yi+1 − w3 has a perfect matching M1 by Lemma
2.1 and clearly H1 has a perfect matching M1 consisting of horizontal edges. But then M =M1 ∪M2 ∪ {xiyi+1} is a perfect
matching of Hj,2n+1 − {w1, w2, w3} as desired. 
We are now prepared for our main result.
Theorem 2.3. Graph G2n+1 is 5-factor-critical.
Proof. LetW = {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5} be a set of ﬁve vertices in G2n+1.
Case 1: Suppose three of the ﬁve vertices ofW , sayw1, w2 andw3, lie in the same column. Then delete the column consisting
of these three vertices and obtain the cylindrical graphHj,2n. ThenHj,2n −w4 −w5 has a perfect matchingM by Lemma 2.1.
But thenM is a perfect matching of G2n+1 −W .
Case 2: Suppose that no three of the ﬁve vertices in W lie in the same column, but two of these vertices, say w1 and w2, do
lie in the same column, say column i. Let the third vertex of column i be denoted xi .
Case 2.1: Suppose that at least one of columns i − 1 and i + 1 contains none of w3, w4 or w5. Without loss of generality, we
may suppose that column i + 1 contains none of these three vertices.
Match xi horizontally with vertex yi+1. Let xi+1 and zi+1 denote the remaining two vertices in column i + 1 and match
them with each other. Then note that graph G2n+1 − {w1, w2, xi , yi+1, xi+1, zi+1} is just the graph Hj,2n−1 for some n 2.
But by Lemma 2.2, Hj,2n−1 − {w3, w4, w5} has a perfect matching M ′. But then M =M ′ ∪ {xiyi+1, xi+1zi+1} is a perfect
matching of G2n+1 −W .
Case 2.2: Suppose now that both columns i − 1 and i + 1 contain at least one of w3, w4 or w5.
Case 2.2.1: Suppose that one of columns i − 1 and i + 1 contains exactly two of w3, w4 and w5. By left–right symmetry,
without loss of generality, suppose that column i + 1 contains w3 and w4. Then column i − 1 contains vertex w5. Vertex
xi is adjacent to at least one vertex ui−1 in column i − 1 such that ui−1 = w5. Match xi with ui−1. Let ai−1 be the
remaining vertex in column i − 1. Match vertex ai−1 horizontally with vertex ai−2 in column i − 2. Then if the two remaining
vertices in column i − 2 are bi−2 and ci−2, match these two vertices with each other. Now let Hj,2(n−1) denote the graph
G2n+1 − {w1, w2, xi , ai−1, ui−1, w5, ai−2, bi−2, ci−2}. By Lemma 2.1, Hj,2(n−1) − {w3, w4} contains a perfect matching
M ′. But thenM =M ′ ∪ {xiui−1, ai−1ai−2, bi−2ci−2} is a perfect matching of G2n+1 −W .
Case 2.2.2: Suppose then that each of columns i− 1 and i+ 1 contains exactly one of thewi ’s; say without loss of generality,
that column i + 1 contains vertex w3 and column i − 1 contains w4. Then at least one of columns i + 2 and i − 2 does not
contain w5; suppose without loss of generality, that column i + 2 does not contain vertex w5. Now xi is adjacent to at least one
vertex yi+1 in column i+ 1 such that yi+1 = w3. Match xi and yi+1 with each other. If zi+1 denotes the third vertex in column
i + 1, match zi+1 horizontally with vertex ai+2 in column i + 2. Finally, if bi+2 and ci+2 are the second and third vertices in
column i + 2, match them with each other.
Next denoteG2n+1−{w1, w2, xi , zi+1, w3, yi+1, ai+2, bi+2, ci+2} byHj,2(n−1), for somen2.ByLemma2.1,Hj,2(n−1)−
{w4, w5} contains a perfectmatchingM ′. But thenM=M ′∪{xiyi+1, zi+1ai+2, bi+2ci+2} is a perfectmatching forG2n+1−W .
Case 3: Suppose, ﬁnally, that all ﬁve of the wi ’s lie in different columns.
Case 3.1. Suppose some two consecutive columns contain vertices of W . Without loss of generality, assume that w1 lies in
column i and w2 lies in column i + 1. Let the two vertices of column i different from w1 be matched vertically with each other
by edge e1 and let the two vertices of column i + 1 different from w2 be matched with each other by edge e2. Then delete all
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vertices of columns i and i + 1 to obtain graph Hj,2n−1. By Lemma 2.2, graph Hj,2n−1 − {w3, w4, w5} contains a perfect
matchingM ′. But thenM =M ′ ∪ {e1, e2} is a perfect matching for G2n+1 −W .
Case 3.2. So suppose that no two consecutive columns contain vertices of W . Delete vertex w1 and match the two vertices
left in its column vertically with each other via edge e1. Next delete the column containing w1 to obtain graph Hj,2n. Without
loss of generality, in graph Hj,2n we may suppose that the columns containing w2, w3, w4 and w5 lie left to right in this order.
Suppose now that w3 belongs to column i.
If i is even, letH1 be the subgraph ofHj,2n spanned by columns 1 through i and letH2 be the subgraph spanned by columns
i + 1 through 2n. Then by Lemma 2.1, graphs H1 − w2 − w3 and H2 − w4 − w5 contain perfect matchings M1 and M2
respectively. But thenM =M1 ∪M2 ∪ {e1} is a perfect matching of G2n+1 −W .
Finally, if i is odd, let H1 be the subgraph of Hj,2n spanned by columns 1 through i + 1 and let H2 be the subgraph spanned
by columns i + 2 through 2n. Then by Lemma 2.1, graphs H1 − w2 − w3 and H2 − w4 − w5 contain perfect matchings M1
and M2 respectively. But then M = M1 ∪ M2 ∪ {e1} is a perfect matching of G2n+1 − W and the proof of the theorem is
complete. 
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